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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

1.  CONCLUSION 

After the data of the main character in Legally Blonde film had been 

anayzed, it can be conclude that : 

1. The researcher categorizes the characteristics of Elle Woods into the 

personality traits theory Costa and McCrae. She is categorized into 

Agreeableness (20,5%)because of his  kindness, she is 

tendermindednes, sympathetic, trustworthy, loving and caring to other 

people. Neuroticism (29,4%)exist in Elle Woods’s characteristics such 

as jealous, irritable, anger, complaining and blaming person. 

Conscientiousness (14,7%) because of his ambition to get her lover 

back, carefully and responsible. Extraversion (26,4%) of his traits, 

they are passionate, friendly, talkactive, keep in spirit, and optimist. 

She is an Openness (9%) because she is very enjoy tring new things 

around her and open minded. 

2. From the application of Boggs and Petrie (2018) theory of 

characterization, there are five ways which are use to reveal Elle’s 

characteristics. They are through appearance, dialogue, external action, 

internal action. And reaction of other character. The researcher finds 

that fifteen characteristics of Elle. They are carefully, ambitious, 

optimistic, talk active, passionnate, responsible, tender mindedness, 
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blaming person, complaining person, loving, sympathetic, caring, 

sociable, angry and deress person. 

3. The reasons why personality traits that represented by the main 

character coded as Big Five theory is to give simple blueprint to 

understanding others, to know a person’s personality based on a traits 

and react or intereact to adapt to the environment. 

 

2. SUGGESTION 

In this section, the writer suggest for those who are interested in 

deeperstudying about character and characterization of the film especially on the 

similarfilm, they may use the data that are taken from watching the film and 

reading thescript and some references.  

Further research with the same object is expected develoved again by 

examining aspects and with different approach. 

Practically, this research containts moral values as part of character education, 

and in everyday life is expected to be a valuable lesson for the readers. So that 

they are more careful in making decisions for themselves, let alone a decision that 

will change their life. 

 


